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 A great deal of hard work from all at 
Valtra has led to terrific forward mo
mentum over recent months, includ

ing a number of landmark achievements. 
None more so than the award last No
vember of Tractor of the Year by the agri
technica committee to the T254 Versu  
with SmartTouch armrest – which also  
received the Best Design title as well as 
the T Series receiving the Machine of the 
Year 2018 award in a separate ceremony.

indeed the awards continued into  
2018 with the prestigious iF Design award  
2018 for the SmartTouch rounding off  
an impressive haul!

The introduction of SmartTouch repre
sents the final, standout feature of  
Valtra’s fourth generation tractors and 
will be welcomed by the brand’s expand
ing dealership network. Sales territories 
across the UK and ireland have been 
added, rationalised and extended, which 
means that Valtra is closing in on achiev
ing 100 per cent customer coverage.  
Network newcomers and reorganised 
territories are highlighted elsewhere in  
this issue of Valtra Team.

one of the highlights of 2017 for Valtra 
UK was the marathon Pink Tractor nation
wide tour of farm and country events, 
which not only generated a huge amount 
of money for Breast Cancer Care, but also 
helped raise awareness of the tireless  
work that this excellent charity undertakes. 
a big thank you to all concerned.

and, finally, the bottom line: Valtra’s 
market share in the UK grew again in 
2017 by nearly an extra 1 %. Well done 
to the whole team – let’s keep the growth 
going in 2018.

Mark Broom
national sales manager
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SmartGlass windscreen display Innovation

 Valtra first to introduce windscreen display in the tractor industry

smArtGlAss – key dAtA AlwAys  
in your line of siGht
Valtra has become the first tractor manufacturer in 
the world to unveil a windscreen display, showing 
off the new feature at the 2017 agritechnica Show. 
SmartGlass is not a typical headup display (HUD) 
that you find in cars and aircraft, as tractor use re
quires a much stronger visual display. Valtra came 
up with a nanotechnology solution that utilises a 
thin electroluminescent membrane laminated inside 
the glass.

“electronic inputs activate symbols in the  
membrane. This technique is extremely reliable in 

even the most demanding conditions,” explains Petri 
Hannukainen, PhD and research and advanced  
engineering Team lead.

His team is currently working on an application that 
would display the load, height and bucket angle of the 
tractor’s front loader on the windscreen. SmartGlass can 
also be used to display the driving speed, PTo speed, 
hydraulics data and even navigation, for example.

SmartGlass will be made available to customers in 
about one year’s time. • 

www.valtra.co.uk

The display remains easy to 
read even in bright, freezing 

and dusty conditions.

SmartGlass could be used  
to display for example  

the load and bucket angle  
of the front loader.

The ultra-thin  
electroluminescent  

membrane inside the glass. 
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VAltrA ConneCt CommuniCAtes between 
the trACtor, owner And serViCe

 V altra Connect is a new feature 
that enables remote monitoring 
of 56 tractor functions, includ

ing fuel and adBlue levels, hours to 
go before the next service, working 
hours, and fuel consumption. The 
user can also view a map of where 
the tractor has been driven. in ad
dition, Valtra service technicians 
can use the system to view 98 other 
pieces of information. For example,  
if the tractor transmits a fault code, 
the service technician is notified 
automatically at the same time. Us
ing a fault detection tool, the service 
technician can review the tractor’s 
performance data leading up to the 
fault and in many cases repair the 
fault or cancel the fault code, also 
remotely.

“You can log in and use the sys
tem on the internet, and there is also 

an easytouse app available. Valtra 
Connect already offers a lot of func
tions, and we are developing more all 
the time,” says Marketing Manager 
Olli Honkamäki.

Valtra Connect is standard equip
ment on all 2018 N and T Series 
Versu and Direct tractors, and it can 
be retrofitted to older N and T Series 
models starting with the 2 Series.

“New tractor owners simply go to 
the www.valtraconnect.com web
site and log in to the system with the 
details of their tractor. if the customer 
authorises Valtra to monitor the trac
tor’s data, confirmation is sent to the 
customer. The system is very simple to 
begin using,” Honkamäki confirms. •

VaLTra numbEr onE  
in FinLand, norway,  
EsTonia and icELand

Valtra has traditionally been the 
most popular tractor brand in  
the Nordic region. according to 
the most recent registration sta
tistics, Valtra is the number one 
brand in Finland, Norway, estonia 
and iceland.

Valtra has performed particu
larly well in Norway, since the last 
time that Valtra topped the regis
tration statistics there was back 
in 1991. Valtra has a particularly 
high market share in Finland, 
where traditionally about one in 
two tractor buyers pick Valtra.

sanTa cLaus driVEs 
around ThE coLossEum 
in a VaLTra

Perhaps the most famous Finn 
in the world – Santa Claus – cel
ebrated the 100th anniversary of 
Finnish independence by driving 
around the Colosseum in rome 
in a Valtra tractor. To mark the 
occasion, the Colosseum was 
illuminated in blue and white 
lights. What better way to mark 
Finnish independence Day on 6 
December than by driving around 
the Colosseum in a tractor made 
in Finland!

Valtra connect

• Available immediately with 2018 
SmartTouch tractors

• Can be retrofitted to older N and  
T Series models

• Allows owners to monitor essen
tial information about their tractor 
remotely

• Allows service technicians to mon
itor essential service information 
remotely

• An annual fee is charged for  
the service

• Available initially within the Nordic  
region before being rolled out  
elsewhere in europe later in 2018
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read more: valtra.co.uk News UK

 V altra’s dealership coverage of 
the UK continues to widen, with 
new distributors being appointed 
and existing territories enlarged 

across an area stretching from Corn
wall to Scotland. The main additions 
for the beginning of 2018 focus on the 
South West of england and the South 
of Wales.

Newcomers to the Valtra network 
include A  J daViEs & sons at Pen
cader, in Carmarthenshire, covering all 
the South West Wales area. With a very 
strong customer base in both agricul
ture and construction Gary Davies of 
J Davies commented “we look forward 
to getting the product out in the field to 
show off the new 4th generation, these 
Valtra models will be able to satisfy the 
customer needs we see in South Wales 
and fit to our company portfolio per
fectly”.

The brand’s presence now boosts 
the profile of b  rEdLynch agri-
cuLTurE EnginEEring LTd. 
with support for the Valtra brand avail
able from their depot near Bruton as 
well as the new depot near Salisbury 
in Wiltshire. The company will operate 
in Somerset and Wiltshire in an area 
bounded by Bruton, to the south round 
past Blandford Forum to the east and 
up past their depot near Salisbury and 
in to Wiltshire.

over on the other side of Somerset, 
C  bigwoods agri LTd. at Taunton 
are the latest company to take on the 
Valtra brand. Managing Director Keith 
Bigwood is excited about the new ad
dition to their business stating “we 
have watched the development of the 
Valtra brand over the recent years and 
with the introduction of the 4th genera
tion models, and in particular the new 
SmartTouch operator interface, we will 
be able to offer a solution for almost 
every application that our customers 

need in Somerset. We are pleased to 
be able to offer the brand and see this 
as a really positive move forward for 
both companies”.

d  ross Farm machinEry in 
Hereford and Worcester is now lining 
up the Valtra range alongside those 
of the company’s existing Fendt and 
Massey Ferguson franchises. The 
base for Valtra is at its ross on Wye 
depot and will service existing and 
new customers throughout the area.

in addition, e  aLan snow  
agricuLTuraL EnginEErs LTd., 
based at Holsworthy in North Devon, 
has extended its sales coverage with 
the appointment of a subdealership 

to service the Souths Hams area in 
the west of the county.

Gareth Jones, ares Sales Manager 
for the West of england and Wales, 
believes these new appointments are 
evidence of the company’s commit
ment to those parts of the country not 
previously served by the dealer net
work. 

“We’ve worked closely with our 
existing and new dealerships in the 
region to widen the Valtra coverage to 
very nearly 100 per cent”, he reports. 
“it’s clear that more and more Brit
ish and irish farmers are realising just 
how good these tractors are and how 
well they can fit their businesses.” •

VAltrA trACtors, now more ACCessible to uk  
fArmers in the west Country And south wAles
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AwArds Are 
no ACCident

Valtra showered with awards

TExT ToMMi PiTeNiUS PhoTo ValTra arCHiVe

Valtra’s fourthgeneration tractor models have 
earned numerous international awards in recent 
years. This is no accident but rather the result  
of years of dedicated work.

“The design work for our fourth
generation tractors goes back a 
long way, around ten years or so.  
it didn’t start with a specific project  
but rather with a team of inspired 
people who did a lot of work also 
on their own time,” remembers 
Kimmo Wihinen, Manager, indus
trial Design & User experience at 
Valtra.

Kimmo is a mechanical engineer 
by education who began working  
at Valtra as an engineer within the 
engineering team. Having to choose 
between mechanical engineering 
and design had been a tough choice 
originally, so after a few years of 
working at Valtra he decided to re
sume his studies to focus on indus
trial design and usability. 

“at the end of my design stud
ies i had to do my graduate thesis 
in order to earn a master’s degree. 
i hadn’t planned on returning to 
Valtra, but i came up with the idea 
of designing a concept cab. i felt 
there was a need for such a cab, 
and above all i was very interested 
in exploring this idea. i figured it 
would never go through, as it was 
pretty expensive compared to usual 

thesis work. To my great surprise, 
Valtra accepted my proposal,”  
Kimmo says.

He designed his concept to be 
the ideal tractor cab without any 
financial constraints or production 
considerations. Kimmo began  
by spending time with ten actual 
tractor users, one day each, inter
viewing them and taking videos  
of how they worked with their  
tractors. This material proved to  
be very useful later for perfecting 
ergonomics and usability. 

“For example, one day i was sitting  
at the breakfast table on a farm  
and i noticed how the farmer’s  
wife packed his lunch in a Styro
foam cooler that he could keep  
on the floor of his cab. on another 
occasion i noticed how the farmer 

“the best award 
is the approval of 
our customers.”

VAltrA teAm  7



kept wedged his drinking bottles 
between the door handle and the 
glass, where he could direct the 
vents and keep them cool. in still 
another place the farmer kept his 
halflitre bottle in the overhead bin, 
where you could hear it right next  
to your ears splashing around all 
the time. These observations con
vinced me of the need for an integ
rated cool box in the cab, one that 
could hold even a 1.5litre bottle,” 
Kimmo remembers.

inspiration and work  
during free time
When the concept cab, still slightly 
unfinished, was finally presented 
to the decisionmakers within the  
company, they decided to set up a 
project to prepare the cab for series 
production. at the same time work 
began on designing not only a new 
cab but an entire new generation 
of tractors. This inspired enormous 
enthusiasm and dedication within 
Valtra, because instead of simply 
updating existing products they 
would be creating something com
pletely new.

“We set off with the aim of de
veloping clearly international trac
tors without overlooking our Finn

ish and Scandinavian roots. if the 
old T Series was criticised for hav
ing a big turning circle, we wanted 
to design a replacement that would 
have the world’s tightest turning 
circle. Similarly, since before there 
was no overhead window in the cab 
for frontloader work, we decided to 
introduce the biggest overhead win
dow on the market. instead of just 
tinkling with what already existed, 

we focused on creating something 
new and developing the best possi
ble tractor. With only slight exagger
ation, the only items that were car
ried over from the old models were 
the steering wheel, forwardreverse 
shuttle and wire for the engine block 
heater,” Kimmo Wihinen points out.

“Moreover, it’s clear that the best 
products are created when every
one on the team is clearly inspired 
and not just showing up for work 
to put in their hours. For example, 
Tuomas Nevaranta developed the 
concept and user interface for the 
SmartTouch armrest display very 

much during his free time. even after 
it became a “real project”, it was not 
just a software project for software 
engineers or a design project for de
signers; instead, it was seen by eve
ryone on the team as a user inter
face project that covered the entire 
model lineup. everyone pitched in 
where needed, and no one ever said 
’That’s not my job’.”

awards are a nice bonus
During the design phase, no one 
in the engineering department was 
thinking about awards, only the end 
customers. The subsequent awards 
have simply come as a pleasant sur
prise.

“We are certainly happy with the 
awards, as they show how others 
too think we have done a good job. 
But the best award by far is seeing 
the large number of these new trac
tors being delivered from the factory 
to our customers. Ultimately, they 
are the ones who vote with their feet 
in deciding whether the product is 
good or not,” Kimmo says.

even though the new cab and 
SmartTouch armrest are now the 
best in the industry, Valtra’s engi
neering team is not resting on its 
laurels. 

“We are always looking for ways 
to improve them even more, and 
every day we come up with new ide
as. Technology is advancing rapidly, 
the needs of our customers and the 
world in general are changing all the 
time, and our competitors are doing 
their best to close the gap. Just as 
it took us ten years to develop the 
new cab, armrest and user inter
face, it will take another ten years to 
fully realise the ideas we have today. 
of course, we will be introducing in
novations all the time before then!” 
Kimmo Wihinen promises. •

 “our develop-
ment work does  
not stop here  

– we are coming 
up with  
new ideas  
all the time.”

The SmartTouch armrest is one of the new 
Valtra features that has gained the most  
international recognition. Most recently  
the SmartTouch armrest and user interface 
received one of the most prestigious design 
awards in the world, the iF Design award.
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Valtra is decreasing emissions
globally – one tank at a time.

 V altra has become the first trac
tor factory in the world to begin 
using Neste MY renewable  

Diesel as the startup fuel for all  
new tractors.

around 700,000 litres of fossil  
diesel fuel will be replaced each year 
by 100percent renewable fuel. When 
the tractors roll off the assembly line, 
the first fuel is added to their tanks. as 
of this March, all new Valtra tractors 
have been tanked with Neste MY  
renewable Diesel, as well as the fork
lift trucks that operate in the factory.

“in today’s world it is important  
that we can demonstrate to our cus
tomers that we are taking decisive  
action to protect the environment. 
Neste MY offers us a simple way  
to move towards environmentally 
friendly operations. We are quite  
a big consumer of diesel, so this  
decision is really significant,” says 
Mikko Lehikoinen, Marketing  
Director at Valtra.

Neste MY is produced from 
100percent renewable waste and 
residues, so it produces up to 90 
percent less greenhouse gas emis
sions compared to fossil diesel fuel. 
The reduction in emissions achieved 
by using renewable diesel corre
sponds to the removal of almost 560 
cars from our roads for a year or 
approximately 46,000 tractor hours 
without emissions annually.

The quality of the new renewable 
diesel is excellent; it burns cleanly, 
which in turn extends engine life. 
renewable diesel can be used as 
such without any additives and 
without having to make any chang
es to today’s engines. it can with
stand temperatures down to –34° 
and its storage properties in the 
tank are excellent.

“The environment is very impor
tant for our customers, who tradition
ally support ecological values. They 
are constantly trying to make better 

choices and no doubt prioritise re
sponsibility also when choosing a 
tractor brand,” lehikoinen adds.

each new Valtra tractor will be 
delivered to customers with fuel 
that has been refined according 
to the principles of the circular 
economy and part of whose raw 
materials come from farmers like 
themselves. Nine out of ten new 
tractors manufactured at the Val
tra factory are exported to over 
75 countries around the world. 

“This demonstrates our com
mitment to the circular economy 
and innovation. We are convinc
ed that this message is very ap
pealing to our target audiences, 
whether they are in Finland,  
Japan or Chile,” lehikoinen con
cludes. •

Find out more:
http://www.wakeupcalltofarmers.com/
https://nestemy.fi/

VAltrA runs on 100-PerCent  
renewAble fuel
TExT VeSa BraNDT PhoTo ValTra arCHiVeS

Environment
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 w r Chapman & Son was 
founded three genera
tions ago by Bill Chap-
man as a plant hire 
business and continued 

under his son. However, despite hav
ing worked on many and varied bits 
of kit when not at school, grandson 
Will was not really interested in the 
plant hire business; more in farming. 

“i wasn’t the most academic of  
pupils but thanks to my family and 
the staff here i was capable of under
taking a great many repairs by the 
time i got to secondary school.” 

on leaving school Will worked on 
several Norfolk farms, gaining further 
extensive experience. That was until 
his grandfather came up with some
thing of an ultimatum; ‘Come home 
and run a business properly or go 
your own way.’ Will chose to return 
home.

Today, several years on Will, mar
ried to New Zealander Alexandra  
is now firmly in the driving seat, run

ning both the farming and agricultural 
businesses plus the rather diminished 
plant hire business with assistance 
from his brother Ben and wife. 

“The plant hire business has dimin
ished simply because the profitability 
has gone out of it,” Will comments.

Engaged people and  
well-managed machinery
as time progressed both the agricult
ural contracting and farming grew and 
today the farm extends to some 1,200 
acres while the contracting business  
continues to go from strength to 
strength. ask Will why and he thinks for 
a moment or two and then says he be
lieves staffing is at the bottom of it all. 

“There appear to be plenty of man
agers but in recent years the number  
of home grown people prepared to 
work the long hours in sometimes diffi
cult weather has shrunk significantly.” 

Will employs a mix of local and  
foreign drivers from a variety of coun
tries. 

“We don’t employ people from 
over  seas because they may be cheap
er. it doesn’t work like that, everyone 
gets paid well – and the same. The  
criteria is simply; can they do the job 
and are they prepared to work the 
hours to get it done? oh, and will they 
look after the machinery.”

W r Chapman & Son’s kit is well 
used. it has to be to justify purchase. 
Currently there are four combines (and 
that may be increased to five for next 
season), a pair of selfpropelled forage  
harvesters, a selfpropelled sprayer 
and a large, (very large,) slurry spread
ing machine. add to this some large 
tractors including a tracked Challenger, 
and the nine Valtra T234 Versu ma
chines plus a range of ploughs, planters 
and other equipment including trailers 
of various types. are they all bought 
and paid for? The businessman in Will 
comes to the fore and he is honest 
about this. 

“Some are on finance and oth
ers paid for – we own them. Today’s 

driVers
Chose
VAltrA
on top of a long list of farming equipment, 
contractor and farmer Will Chapman, 
based at lilac Farm, between Kings  
lynn and Fakenham in Norfolk runs nine  
Valtra 250 hp T234 Versu tractors. Why? 
Simply this: When existing tractors came 
up for replacement Will gave his drivers a 
choice and they preferred, chose, Valtra.
TExT and PhoTo roGer THoMaS Will Chapman with driver Richard Carroll – ‘The drivers chose Valtra’.
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finance, especially from manufactur
ers, can be cheap money and my  
accountant advises me on the best 
way to use it.” 

W r Chapman are looking to ex
tend their farming operation and hav
ing ready cash available to purchase 
suitable land is important. There is 
also the management of machinery 
to consider. Will explains; “if a ma
chine is on finance it is important not 
to exceed agreed hours. With several 
models of the same make on the fleet 
– be it tractor, combine, forage har
vester, indeed anything, if the hours 
start to build on a particular machine 
we can swap its duties with different 
low hour machine and even things 
out. it’s all in the management.”

growth is the way ahead
From his base most work is in North 
Norfolk. 

“We plant and combine cereals 
right up to the coast near Wellsnext
theSea and this can be followed by 
round baling and soil preparation for 
the next crop. We spread slurry from 
many of the county’s pig farms and 
used digestate from anaerobic digest
ers which brings things nicely to  
the company’s maize and rye silage 
operations.”

Will grows and harvests over 1,000 
acres or rye and 6,500 acres of maize 
for silage which is then fed into the 
digesters. 

“at the moment building work, 
expansion is going on at the main 
digester site so we have a couple 
of systems in operation. With one 
system, the one with the lowest haul 
distance we harvest direct into trail
ers that are emptied into agBags. 
Quite a simple system now but later 
we will then have to move the silage 
from the bag site to the digesters.” 

The second system is a little more 
complicated and is used for harvest
ing more distant crops. The forage 
harvester fills Belgian made Dezeure 
trailers. “These are a little special,” 
says Will. 

“They have moving floors and 
the rear can be lifted hydraulically 
to clear truck sides. Hydraulic rams 
on the drawbar and axles also lev
el the trailer to make the operation 
safe. operation is by remote con

trol so that the tractor driver is also 
the banksman, instructing the truck 
driver when to move forward as his 
semitrailer fills.” 

With the semi trailer full the driv
er heads to the silage clamp adja
cent to the digester where it tips. 
Spreading and compaction is un
dertaken by large, specialist, tractor 
dozers, tracked and wheeled. apart 
from silage for the digester, the 
maize and rye operation have the 
added advantage of helping control 
blackgrass, an increasing problem 
in cereals on many soils in the area.

So what of the future for W r 
Chapman & Son? on the basis of,  
if a business doesn’t grow it will  
go down hill, Will sees growth as 
the way ahead. 

“We have plans to extend our 
farmed land and we have regular 
enquiries from farmers to handle 
their field work.” 

Will is looking at the purchase 
of another combine harvester – on 
tracks. He is also looking at a cou
ple more Valtra tractors, but this 
time 271 hp T254. Why? 

“Valtra are reliable, true we’ve 
had occasional minor problems, but 
with a tight operation like ours reli
ability is very important. The price 
is right, also important. Finally they 
are simple to operate. i feel that 
anyone can drive them and they’re 
all the same – no problems with 
changes in driver or work. i like to 
keep everything simple.” •

One of the Valtra collects a load of Maize for transfer to an artic truck.

A full Dezeure self levelling trailer load of maize is transferred to the road truck. Control of 
the unloading is remote allowing the tractor driver to act as banksman for the truck driver.



Recommended SmartTouch settings for different tasks

mAke the most of smarttouch
Profiles
The settings for all your implements 
can be saved in profiles. if your 
tractor is used by more than one 
person, settings can be saved for 
each individual user.

 1  Open the Profile menu from the top of 
the screen. To begin with you can select 
factory default settings or an existing  
profile as the basis for a new profile. For 
example, if you have already saved plough 
settings, they could serve as the basis for 
new cultivator settings. Name the new pro-
file immediately so that you don’t accidently 
save on top of the old setting. You can save 
an unlimited number of profiles in the set-
tings.

 2  You can save in the profile all the set-
tings that you can adjust using the Smart-
Touch armrest. For example, you can save 
engine settings, the functions of the pro-
grammable memory buttons, transmission 
settings, U-Pilot settings and PTO settings.

 3  For ploughing, for example, you can se-
lect which buttons you want to use to lift or 
turn the plough, or which switch you want 
to use adjust the width of the cut. You might 
want to turn the plough using one of the  
linear joysticks on the multifunctional lever  
and lift the plough using the other linear 
joystick. For the engine, you can set maxi-
mum and minimum speed. Camera settings 
allow you to select the full-screen view for 
the rear camera when reversing but a small 
screen when driving forwards, for example. 
You can also change the settings for the 
driving display, for example by dividing the 
screen into quadrants displaying transmis-
sion information, camera view, front linkage 
status and counters.

 4  Your new settings are saved automati-
cally in the profile you selected. The next 
time you use the same implement, you can 
use the same settings. •

Pulling tasks
Pulling tasks involve implements that are either pulled behind or at
tached to the rear linkage and often require multiple hydraulic blocks. 
all of these functions can be programmed and controlled from the 
drive lever, leaving your left hand free to control the steering wheel at 
all times. With your right hand you can control the speed, using your 
thumb to control the hydraulics, while the programmable memory but
tons can be used for additional functions. 

order for when you leave the headland.  
If you prefer, you can even programme  
the entire sequence for a single memory 
button.

 2  You can use the thumb lever to con-
tinuously adjust the height of your harrow 
according to the soil conditions, for exam-
ple. You can also adjust the hydraulic flow 
to vary how the implement reacts to the 
thumb lever.

 3  Analogue joysticks provide more flow 
the harder they are pushed. You can also 
programme the joystick so that a single 
push provides hydraulic flow for 15 sec-
onds, for example, if you are turning the 
plough around. •

 1  Do you want to use the U-Pilot head-
land management system? Programming 
the system is easy. You can programme 
sequences according to time or distance. 
For example, when ploughing you can 
programme the M1 memory button to dis-
engage the four-wheel-drive, cruise con-
trol and differential locks, raise the plough 
and turn – all with a single click of the  
button – when you get to the headland. 
Similarly, you can programme the M2 
memory button to do the same in reverse 

12  VAltrA teAm  1/2018



 1  On the top of the hydraulic joystick there is a Live 3rd func-
tion lever that allows you to control three front-loader hydraulic 
functions simultaneously. For example, you can raise and lower 
the front loader by pulling and pushing the joystick, tilt the imple-
ment by pushing the joystick to one side, and activate your baler 
or other function using the Live 3rd function lever.

 2  When doing front-loader work you can keep your left hand  
on the wheel at all times and your right hand on the drive lever,  
as it also houses the forward-reverse shuttle.

 3  Valtra’s patented Hydraulic Assistant automatically increases 
engine speed as needed according to the hydraulic output.

 4  The front loader setting menu includes loader suspension 
and automatic implement locking. The latter gives you 60 sec-
onds to change the implement on the front loader, after which  
it cannot be unlocked by accident. •

front-loader tasks
We believe that the Valtra N Series together with  
the SmartTouch armrest is the world’s best frontloader  
tractor. it is well balanced and offers excellent visibility,  
powerful hydraulics, an integrated front loader designed  
especially for this model, and an analogue joystick for  
precise control.

 1  Press the PTO symbol on top of the 
tractor on the screen.

 2  Swipe to select whether you want to 
make settings for the front or rear PTO. 
Begin by setting the PTO speed, for exam-
ple. PTO-cruise is a useful feature that au-
tomatically selects the ideal engine speed 
when you engage the PTO, so you don’t 
have to use the hand throttle or foot pedal 

to adjust the rpm. Another handy feature  
is Auto-PTO, which lets you set whether  
the PTO engages or disengages whenever 
the rear linkage is in certain position. For  
example, when using a snow blower, you 
can set the PTO to disengage when the link-
age is raised above a certain height and  
to engage again when the linkage is lowered 
beneath the same level or another level.

 3  The drive lever has two programmable 
memory buttons that you can set, for  
example, to engage or disengage the PTO.  
By using these memory buttons, you no 
longer have to search for the PTO switch 
on the side of the armrest.

 4  After programming the PTO settings, 
you could make your preferred U-Pilot and 
screen settings.

 5  For example, if you are going to use the 
TwinTrac reverse-drive system for operating 
a rotary tiller and want to control the Auto-
Control linkage with maximum precision, you 
can programme the small hydraulic joystick 
to control the linkage. The analogue hydraulic 
joystick allows you to control three hydraulic  
blocks simultaneously: one by moving the 
joystick forwards and backwards, the second 
by moving the joystick side to side, and  
the third by using the thumb lever on top of 
the joystick. •

Pto tasks
are you going to be working with a mower conditioner, rotary tiller, chipper or snow blower?  
Creating settings for individual implements is easy, allowing you to perform your tasks exactly the way you want to.

“watch our smarttouch  
user guide videos online!”

www.valtra.co.uk/smarttouch

VAltrA teAm  13



 V altra Service Kits are a bril
liant innovation that deserves 
to become more widespread 
in the agricultural machinery 

sector. all the filters, seals and other 
parts you need to regular maintain 
your precise tractor model are ready 
packed into one convenient box.

“our Service Kits are really useful 
for customers, service technicians 
and spare parts specialists alike. 
They eliminate the need to have to 
collect, package and send spare 
parts individually, as they all come 
in a single package to begin with. 
This saves both time and logistics at 
every stage in the delivery process,” 
says Jari Luoma-aho, Spare Parts 
Manager at Valtra.

each Service Kit contains sev
eral dozen parts, and Valtra’s spare 
parts warehouse has almost 200 

different Service Kits for different 
models and different types of main
tenance.

Popular among service  
technicians and customers
“i would estimate that 75 percent of 
Service Kits are delivered to author
ised Valtra service technicians and 
25 percent directly to end customers 
who want to service their own trac
tors. They are really convenient for 
both types of user, as only a single 
package is required and old parts 
can be wrapped up and packed in 
the same plastic bags and box that 
the new parts came in,” Jari adds.

Service Kits also make it easy to 
remember which parts need to be 
changed on a regular basis. When 
buying parts separately, it is easy 
to forget to change all the seals and 

other serviceable items. Service 
Kits help ensure that your tractor is 
maintained according to the mainte
nance schedule, thereby prolonging 
the life of your tractor. •

TExT ToMMi PiTeNiUS PhoTo ValTra arCHiVe

All serViCe PArts in A sinGle PACkAGe

Valtra Service Kits have 
a new look. Existing 
Service Kits will still be 
sold in the old packag-
ing while supplies last. 
The new packaging 
makes it easier to see  
if the Service Kit is  
intended for 100- or 
500-hour service  
intervals, for example.

Service Kit

service Kit  
– Three benefits for you

1) affordable
approximately 10–15 percent less 
expensive than if you purchased 
the same parts separately

2) convenient and fast
No need to collect and package 
individual parts

3) reliable
all the parts needed for regular 
maintenance – nothing missing 
and nothing to forget
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 i t was about this time last year 
that a customised Valtra Un
limited N Series tractor was 
launched on a marathon fund

raising tour of the UK. The aim was 
to raise as much money as possible 
for the charity Breast Cancer Care.

The eyecatching machine, fin
ished in unmissable pink, made 
its tour debut at the North Somer
set Show, bowing out five months 
– and 22 venues – later at a char
ity event near Shrewsbury. along 
the way, which stretched between 
Cornwall and edinburgh, tractor at
tracted sufficient attention to help 
extract more than £20,000 from 
the pockets of show goers, before 
finally being auctioned. The sur
plus realised over the cost price of 
the machine also went to the BCC 
charity. 

Breast Cancer Care was delight
ed with the outcome. event coor

dinator Amy Swatkins said: “We’re 
extremely grateful to Valtra and, in 
particular, all the dealerships that 
were involved in the effort to raise 
funds. So many of them organised 
additional fundraising activities at 
both the shows they attended and 
from their own businesses.” 

“The nationwide tour also helped 
to raise awareness of the work 
Breast Cancer Care does in sup
porting people with breast cancer. 
a huge thanks to everyone that was 
involved.”

The winning bid in the charity 
auction for the Pink Tractor came 
from John (Jock) Paterson, of J M 
Paterson (Plant Hire) ltd, which is 
based at Maybole, ayrshire. almost 
unbelievably, John already had a 
pink Valtra, which has been at work 
on a gas line project, but his initial 
plans for the new one include rais
ing a further £10k for Breast Can

cer Care over the course of 2018.
one of the ways in which he aims 

to achieve this is to persuade com
panies that he does business with 
to pay £200 for a sticker on the 
tractor stating their support for the 
breast cancer charity. in addition to 
that, John has said he will donate 
20 per cent of the profit that the 
Pink Tractor generates over the 12 
months, also taking the machine to 
local shows and events and inviting 
donations on his Facebook page.

John was new to the Valtra 
brand until last year, since which 
time he has bought four through his 
local dealership, CaM engineer
ing at Castle Douglas. “We decided 
to choose Breast Cancer Care as 
our nominated charity as most of 
us know someone who has been 
affected in some way – directly or 
indirectly – by breast cancer,” he 
explains. •

TExT DaViD JoNeS PhoTo CliVe MoNTGoMerY & ValTra arCHiVe

will stAy in the memory
Pink Tractor tour
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Valtra Pink tractor and front loader. 
From left: Clive Montgomery (CAM Engineering),  
John (Jock) & Karen Paterson from J.M.Paterson.



VAltrA trACtors 
helP ProduCe  

PArmiGiAno reGGiAno Cheese
TExT ToMMi PiTeNiUS PhoTo ValTra arCHiVe

Alessandra Corradi is an Italian contractor 
who has earned the trust of her clients  
by doing a good job and working efficiently.

Italian contractor Alessandra Corradi
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 A lessandra Corradi from italy 
is an expert tractor contrac
tor – and a woman. it has 
not been particularly easy 

for alessandra to make it in a male
dominated business.

“elderly clients in particularly 
had a hard time at first getting used 
to a female contractor, but these 
days they know me and my way of 
working,” alessandra tells us.

The easiest way to convince 
sceptics has been to do a good job. 
alessandra works together with her 
father and cousins, but she is nei
ther an employee or an assistant 
but rather a fully fledged contractor.

“i come from a farm, so it was a 
natural choice to become a tractor 
contractor. i studied agriculture and 
worked at Parma in the food indus
try for a few years. i began con
tracting in 2011 and hired my cous
in to work with me in 2013.”

alessandra says she does just 
about all kinds of tractor contracting 
jobs with the exception of forestry 

work. Typical tasks include dry  
hay processing, as well as looking  
after a biogas plant. The farms in 
the Trecasali region, just northwest 
of Parma, produce worldfamous 
Parmigiano reggiano cheese, and 
alessandra often helps harvest the 
dry hay. Silage is not allowed when 
Parmigiano reggiano is produced. 

“Striptill is a popular method 
around here these days, as it saves 
time, fuel and money while prevent
ing the soil from drying out. We like 
to expand our contracting business 
to include new tasks whenever  
the demand arises,” alessandra 
explains.

alessandra’s local tractor dealer  
is Marchesi Fidenzio in Bian
conese. She is very satisfied with 
the service she gets from her deal
er, but she still likes to take care  
of basic maintenance at home with 
her father and cousins.

“i think Valtras are excellent  
tractors: they are durable and easy 
to use, and they offer great visibility, 

while still being more affordable than 
some other tractor brands. My Valtra  
T152 Direct has been driven 7500 
hours in six years, and i plan to trade  
it in for a new T Series with the 
SmartTouch screen. i’ve already tried 
it, and i think it’s great!”

in her free time alessandra Corradi 
enjoys snowboarding, travelling and 
cooking traditional Parma food like 
lasagne, tortellini and gnocchi. •

Alessandra currently has both a Valtra A93 HiTech and a T152 Direct, but since the latter has been driven 7500 hours already,  
she plans to replace it with a newer model equipped with the SmartTouch armrest.

corradi’s Equipments

• Valtra T152 Direct
• Valtra A93 HiTech
• Fendt 716
• Fendt 312
• LS U60
• Manitou telehandler
• Komatsu wheel loader
• Ploughs, disc harrows, mowers, 
  rakes, rollers, seeders, sprayers,   
  slurry wagons and trailers

“elderly clients in particular had  
a hard time at first getting  

used to a female contractor,  
but these days they know me  

and my way of working.”
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Work more easily and safely

Find out more from your Valtra dealer.

farm Valve
(Patent Pending)

piippohydraulic.com

benefits
• Enables hydraulic adjustment of the tractor’s side stabilisers
• Connect an implement easily and safely from inside the cab
• Hydraulic movement of the implement sideways
• Automatic floating position with limit switch
• Locking and shock valves in block
• Available for Valtra tractors from A to T Series

2-block standard or lS
4-block standard or lS

available from the Valtra Unlimited studio.

Designed and  
manufactured by



OLDTIMER
TExT TiMo TeiNilä PhoTo ValTra arCHiVe

 Hundred Series offered 
Customers more ChoiCe
 t he development of truly modern 

tractors can be said to have be
gun with the launch of the Val

met 565 in 1965. Whereas previously 
tractors had been designed above all 
to be sturdy and reliable workhorses, 
by the mid1960s the time had come 
to take into consideration also driver 
comfort and possible other uses for 
tractors outside of agriculture. This 
recognition kicked off a busy and 
very successful era for the designers 
and engineers at Valmet. 

The 100 Series marked a step 
towards larger tractors. altogether 
this series comprised four models: 
the Valmet 500, 700, 900 and 1100. 
all of them were now painted yellow, 
whereas previous Valmet tractors 
had been red. The first in the new 
series to be unveiled was the Valmet 
900 in 1967. almost everything about 
the new tractor model was new. The 
new fourcylinder diesel engine pro
duced 89 horsepower, and all the 
gears in the 8+2r transmission were 
synchronised. a quiet safety cab was 
standard equipment, and the gear 
levers were situated on the right side 
of the driver to provide more space 
inside the cab. Hydraulic output was 

also doubled to 46 litres per minute 
in order to meet the needs of con
tractors. 

More new models were introduced 
in 1968, beginning with the Valmet 
500 – an improved version of the fa
miliar Valmet 565. The most visible 
different was its yellow colour; oth
erwise the exterior design was un
changed. engine output increased 
to 54 horsepower, and the rear axle 
was reinforced to support the weight 
of a full safety cab, as required by 
new Finnish legislation. later that 
spring another new model was intro
duced, this time the Valmet 700. The 
new model was positioned between 
the two previous models and shared 
the same looks and features as the 
bigger Valmet 900. Both models fea

tured hydraulic disc brakes and a 
twin clutch, which was a big help es
pecially when harvesting hay.

The biggest model in the series, 
the Valmet 1100, was introduced in 
1969. This model has been featured 
in previous issues of this magazine 
in connection with its revolutionary 
fourwheeldrive and turbo engine. 
With more than a hundred horsepow
er, the Valmet 1100 appealed more to 
contractors than it did to farmers. in 
the same year, two new fourwheel
drive models were introduced: the 
Valmet 9004 and 11004. 

The four models in the Hundred 
Series gave customers the freedom 
to choose the right tractor for their 
individual needs. The introduction of 
safety cabs meant that larger pro
duction facilities were needed, as 
the Tourula plant in Jyväskylä was 
too small. Suitable space was found 
in nearby Suolahti, where the Val
tra factory is still located to this day. 
Next year marks the 50th anniversary 
of this move. •

VAlmET 100 teChniCAl feAtures

model marketing 
slogan engine output trans- 

mission tyres* weight*

500 STRONG 310b
2,68 l / 3-cyl. 54 hp / 2300 r/min (SAE) 6 + 2R front 16”

rear  28” 2100 kg

700 STRONGER 4015
3,98 l / 4-cyl. 75 hp / 2000 r/min (SAE) 8 + 2R front 16”

rear  30” 2800 kg

900 STRONGEST 411A
4,18 l / 4-cyl. 89 hp / 2300 r/min (SAE) 8 + 2R front 18/24”

rear  34” 3200 kg / 4000 kg

1100 STRONGER THAN 
THE STRONGEST

411As
4,18 l / 4-cyl. 115 hp / 2300 r/min (SAE) 8 + 2R front 16/24”

rear  34” 3700 kg / 4000 kg

* Rear / 4WD

The first two digits in the 
model designation referred 
to engine output rounded  
to the nearest ten followed 
by an additional zero. 

The Stronger, i.e. the Valmet 700, ploughing.  
The Hundred Series comprised four models, 
giving customers the freedom to choose  
the right tractor for their individual needs.
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 b & B Contractors is a busi
ness started 35 years ago 
in 1983 by Tim and Sharon 
Bloye based at Coxpark, 
near Callington to the north 

of Plymouth and close to the Devon/
Cornwall border. initially, the work 
mainly hedgetrimming and round 
baling – was done by Tim and a driv
er and the marketing of these servic
es was down to wordofmouth.

Now run by their sons Josh and 
Sam, B & B’s varied workload now 
stretches throughout the two coun
ties, across a comprehensive range 
of tasks and with a number of ancil

lary services offered. The family also 
farms on its own account, typically  
rearing between 400 and 500 fat 
cattle.

The B & B brand also includes a 
machinery dealership (B & B agricul
tural sales) and a recycling plant for 
plastic farm waste, the contracting 
side running a mixed 10 tractor fleet.

Servicing the requirements of a  
substantial customer base and 
across such a vast area is quite a 
task, so it’s not surprising that B & B 
employs 20 fulltime staff, with a fur
ther 10 being brought in seasonally.  
The machinery lineup is equally ex

tensive and includes two selfpro
pelled foragers, two forage wagons, 
two round balers, two square balers, 
seven trailers, four manure spread
ers and a new Teagle machine for 
the recentlyintroduced straw grind
ing service.

Exceptional driver comfort 
The decision was taken at B & B last 
year to add to the already 10strong 
tractor fleet and on a strong recom
mendation of one of the drivers,  
Matthew Brendon, it was decided 
to have a look at the new 4th gener
ation Valtra T214 Direct. a trial was  

Gets A VAltrA boost
TExT DaViD JoNeS PhoTo MaTTHeW TilT

The Valtra T214 Direct working with the newly  
purchased Teagle straw grinding machine.

Contractor’s fleet
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arranged by Bruce Bellamy from the 
closest dealership, alan Snow agri
cultural engineers ltd. of Holsworthy, 
during which time a number of strong 
positives were identified.

“in the past we have purchased 
good quality exdemonstration ma
chines because it made more sense 
financially”, explains Sam Bloye. 
“We were impressed with the new 
SmartTouch models and were able 
to come to a deal we could justify.” 
So why go for a new model with the 
extra technology and latest opera
tor interface? “We recognise that the 
tractors have a certain level of tech
nology to ensure a high resale val
ue”, Mr. Bloye explains. “and we are 
taking steps to upgrade our fleet, but 
we do hire in a lot of staff and some 
still prefer a more mechanical set up. 
it’s a balancing act between keeping 
the drivers happy and making deci
sions that will benefit the business 
overall.”

The T214 was purchased to do a 
fair amount of the firms heavy lifting, 
in summer it will take on the silaging  
duties on up to 10,000 acres covered, 
powering a Krone triple mower set 
up, forage wagon and a large square 
baler. other primary duties include 
umbilical slurry application, and straw 
processing for feed as well as some 
cultivation tasks such as combination 
drilling and ploughing.

Key operator Matthew Brendon 
who has been with the company for 
six years and was part of the pur

chasing decision having driven pre
vious ‘2’ and ‘3’ series Valtra ma
chines had this to say about the 
new T214. “The first thing you notice 
about this 4th generation model is 
the driver comfort, which is excep
tional”, Matthew states. “We’ve al
ways had Valtras here, but the T214 
is a step above.” asked to highlight 
the most noticeable differences, 
he lists: “The higher road speed of 
57 kmh plus the evolution seat, and 
excellent suspension allows a very 
comfortable ride with a machine 
that is specified to run at high speed 
without drinking too much fuel.”

The new model also comes 
equipped with Valtra’s own Direct 
CVT transmission, the latest ver
sion of the type introduced on the 
‘2’ series machines some years ago. 
Mr. Brendon has so far been im
pressed with the Direct transmission 
responding well to the hilly land
scape of the South West. “Because 
it is split into four ranges, there is al
ways the required power available – 
whether it’s tackling one of the steep 
hills around the farm or quickly ac
celerating up to full speed on the 
a30.”

smartTouch completes  
the package
other features that impressed in
clude the new SmartTouch user in
terface with the 9” touch screen 

monitor and the integrated armrest 
controls, climate control and cab 
suspension.

“There’s more space in the cab”, 
he adds, “together with a really in
tuitive layout”. Special praise, how
ever, is reserved for the SmartTouch 
technology. “it does everything we 
need and is so simple to use that 
you don’t really need instructions. 
it came very naturally. The controls 
are clearly laid out and i found that i 
could find all functions in the termi
nal i wanted without getting lost. our 
dealer didn’t even run me through it 
initially: it was clear from offset and 
it was easy to set up field maps and 
farm profiles.”

Matthew added: “But we still have 
the reassurance of knowing that, if 
needed, our local dealer Snows – 
and Bruce in particular – are always 
available, in or out of hours.”

“We have always been impressed 
by the cost of running a Valtra ma
chine, it’s the additional features and 
technology that really make this ma
chine”, says Mr. Bloye

“i feel like Valtra have finally made 
a real agricultural tractor,” concludes 
Mr. Brendon. “Previous models have 
had lots of advantages but there 
was always this hangover from its 
forestry background, especially with 
the layout of the controls made to 
be accessible also for reverse drive. 
The ‘4’ series meant they were half
way there but the SmartTouch has 
completed the package!” •

Matthew Brendon and Sam Bloye with 
the Valtra T214 Direct SmartTouch tractor 
which will be one of the mainline tractors 
for the next three years.

Umbilical slurry spreading will keep the T214D 
busy for many a day as one of its major tasks 
within the operations at B & B.

Mr. Brendon was particularly impressed 
with how easy it was to use the SmartTouch 
terminal – ‘It felt completely natural, no 
matter what function you are after it is  
only a couple of taps away.’



 r ed Bull is an energy drinks 
company that is better known 
these days as a media compa

ny. Whereas it originally sponsored 
all kinds of wild stunts and extreme 
sports, it now organises similar 
events that attract other corporate 
sponsors who are interested in all 
the publicity they generate.

“Here in Jyväskylä, red Bull or
ganised an ice cross downhill skat
ing event that was televised in 21 
countries and attended in person  
by 60 international media corre
spondents. These red Bull events 
attract especially men between the 
ages of 25 and 35, which is a natural 
target audience also for Valtra,”  
says Juuso Raitanen, who was  
in charge of Valtra’s participation in 

red Bull Crashed ice on 3 February 
2018.  

high speed action
ice Cross is a sport invented by 
red Bull in which competitors skate 

down an icy track as fast as possible.  
The track in Jyväskylä was built 
at a downhill skiing slope and was 
much steeper than appears on TV. 
each start has four skaters, so there 
is plenty of contact and crashes in 
each race. The Jyväskylä track is the 
only one on the red Bull tour made 
from natural ice and also the longest 
at 630 metres. The total elevation  
difference of the track is 60 metres.

Valtra and red Bull teamed up to 
produce three videos from the event. 
Valtra tractors were also involved in 
the event, helping to build the track 
and on display in Red Bull colours. •

Ice Cross competitors skate down a steep  
ice track as fast as possible. The track in  
Jyväskylä is the longest and most demand- 
ing on the Red Bull tour and the only one 
made from natural ice.

tens of millions of Viewers
Valtra and Red Bull team up

TExT ToMMi PiTeNiUS PhoTo ValTra arCHiVe

A Valtra tractor in Red Bull colours was on 
display at the event.
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Valtra CollectionView the entire Valtra Collection online: shop.valtra.com

Products available online 
from shop.valtra.com 
or from your local Valtra dealer.

work jACket
This jacket is made from lightweight but durable  
materials making it perfect for outdoor jobs in  
spring and summer. Multiple multi purpose pockets.  
Materials: 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton.  
Suitable for washing in 60 degrees. 
Sizes: S–XXXl.
Product no. 42805102–7

work trousers
These comfortably light work trousers have a flexible  
waste and spacious pockets. Made from durable  
materials: 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton. Suitable for  
washing in 60 degrees. Koot: S–XXXl.
Product no. 42805202–7

new ColleCtion  

CominG in Autumn 2018!

VAltrA n174
Detailed miniature model of the  
Valtra N174. Scale 1:32. Not suitable  
for children under the age of 14.  
Product no. 42801930

VAltrA A104 with front loAder
Detailed miniature model of the Valtra  
a104 with front loader. Scale 1:32.  
Not suitable for children under  
the age of 14. Product no. 42801910

Made by:

 55 €

 65 €

Maker of workwear:

 72 €

 69 €

 Valtra Merchandise Facebook  Valtra Merchandise instagram  all rights to alterations and errors reserved.
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Valtra ModelsSee us online: valtra.co.uk

*iSo 14396

T SerieS

modEL
max. hP*

sTandard boosT

T144 HiTech 155 170

T154 HiTech 165 180

T174 eco HiTech 175 190

T194 HiTech 195 210

T214 HiTech 215 230

T234 HiTech 235 250

T254 HiTech 235 271

T144 active 155 170

T154 active 165 180

T174 eco active 175 190

T194 active 195 210

T214 active 215 230

T234 active 235 250

T254 active 235 271

T144 Versu 155 170

T154 Versu 165 180

T174 eco Versu 175 190

T194 Versu 195 210

T214 Versu 215 230

T234 Versu 235 250

T254 Versu 235 271

T144 Direct 155 170

T154 Direct 165 180

T174 eco Direct 175 190

T194 Direct 195 210

T214 Direct 215 230

T234 Direct 220 250

S SerieS

modEL
max. hP*

sTandard boosT

S274 270 300

S294 295 325

S324 320 350

S354 350 380

S374 370 400

S394 400 405

A SerieS
modEL max. hP*

a74 75

a84 85

a94 95

a104 100

a114 110

a124 120

a134 130

N SerieS

modEL
max. hP*

sTandard boosT

N104 HiTech 105 115

N114 eco HiTech 115 125

N124 HiTech 125 135

N134 HiTech 135 145

N154 eco HiTech 155 165

N174 HiTech 165 201

N134 active 135 145

N154 eco active 155 165

N174 active 165 201

N134 Versu 135 145

N154 eco Versu 155 165

N174 Versu 165 201

N134 Direct 135 145

N154 eco Direct 155 165

N174 Direct 165 201

your
workinG
mAChine

www.myvaltra.com www.youtube.com/valtravideos
like us on Facebook.
www.facebook.com/ValtraGlobal

Valtra  
instagram


